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me a Hungarian thus the fate of my race cannot be indifferent to me.
My vocation as priest obliges me to morally consider the problems.
The Hungarians living under Romanian rule are not in a situation
suitable to the requirements speciﬁed by the charter of UN as the
organizing principle of peaceful co-existence.’14
Bishop Áron Márton’s letter, hidden for a long time, is a proof
that the events soon to occur could not have been a complete secret
for those with foresight. The events themselves, however, surpasses
even the most pessimistic visions of the future: with 1948 there began
the severest historical ordeal of the Hungarians of Transylvania.
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Zsolt Vesztróczy

Béla Grünwald the nationality politician

Abstract
In the 1870s Béla Grünwald brought a kind of turn into the Hungarian
nationality policy by his magisterial activities in Co. Zólyom and his
book A Felvidék (the Upland). He suggested hastening the Magyarization of schools and town with national aids in order to reach his aims
– among them the suppression of the ’Pan Slavic’ ideas – he realised
that the inhabitants of Slovakian villages were impossible to change
over. He could not realize his major ideals: the nationalization of the
counties, the annulations of the liberal nationality law and the tightening of the freedom of the press. Driven out of the political life, he
committed suicide in 1891.
The name of Béla Grünwald is by now synonymous with the forceful
Magyarization that aimed at the changing the whole life of the
Slovak inhabitants of Hungary. He earned the doubtful fame through
the dissolution of Matica Slovenska and three Slovak-language
secondary schools as well as his book A Felvidék [The Upland], the
latter provided intellectual ammunition against the approach of the
minorities in general and Slovaks in particular. The present paper is
going to introduce this controversial career from the point of view of
Hungarian – Slovak relationships.
Following the 1868 nationality law the controversies between
liberalism and nationalism presented increasing dilemma for the
Hungarian political elite of the time that broke into two major groups.
Though everybody agreed upon the principle of the indivisible state
and the one political nation, the political minority led by Ferenc
Deák, József Eötvös and Lajos Mocsáry tried to even out the controversy by adhering to the nationality law on local and county level.
The opposing majority saw the solution in limiting of the content of
the law and the self-governing rights as well as the obstruction of
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the widening of the suffrage.1 One of the most distinct but extremist
representative of this group was Béla Grünwald, who got his name
written in the history of Hungarian – Slovak relationship and in
general of Hungarian nationality politics both as a theoretician and
a politician.
Béla Grünwald was born on the 2nd of December 1839 in Szentantal as the only son of a Slovak mother and a German father. Both
parents were of well to do, in Co. Zólyom inﬂuential families. Béla
Grünwald went to school to Selmecbánya, Rimaszombat, Miskolc and
Rozsnyó, ﬁnished his secondary school studies in 1858 and read law
in Pest and Vienna. After graduation he read law and philosophy in
Berlin, Heidelberg and Paris for a year. In 1865 he returned back
to Besztercebánya where he became part of the county’s public life.
His political career started in 1868 with his being elected to notary,
and in 1871 became sub-prefect of the county. From 1878 till his
death in 1891 he was a member of the parliament, ﬁrst in the Liberal
Party, from 1880 to 1891 the Egyesült (Mérsékelt) Ellenzék [United
Moderate Opposition].2
Though in the 1870s Grünwald published several pamphlets
and newspaper articles on the nationality question (e.g. Felsômagyarországi levelek a magyar nemzetiséghez; Közigazgatásunk és a
magyar nemzetiség [Letters to the nationalities from Upper Hungary,
Our administration and the Hungarian nationality], his 1978 work
A Felvidék [The Upland] became the most inﬂuential upon the public
opinion of his time and earned him fame as an ideologue in the entire
country. In this work he discussed what he believed to be the satisfactory solution of the Slovak question and also the nationality question
in general. If compared to his earlier writings it did not add any new
ideas but was the summary of his concept.3 Though compared to the

earlier Hungarian stand point in the political and historical judgement of the Slovaks Grünwald did not express anything novel, his
radical, anti-liberal suggestions for solution were all the more so. He
was of the opinion that the right way was to be reached by administrative and legal measures taken by state powers i.e. the discontinuation
of the election for public service, the repealing of the nationality law,
the Magyarization of the entire Slovak intelligentsia, the tightening
up of the press law and the various forms of expression of opinion.
Surprising was also the defamatory tone he used when mentioning
the Slovaks that generated disapproval even among Hungarians.
Grünwald, sharing the views of the traditional opinion of the
Hungarian political elite of the reform era saw in the Slovaks – and
the Germans – living in Hungary as Hungarian thinking potential
allies with no separate national aspirations. For the preservation
of this state of affairs Grünwald believed necessary to hinder ‘the
non-Hungarian nationalities living in the Hungarian state to develop
separation and solidarity to related races.’ Therefore the Slovaks
‘should be cut off from other Slav people and attach them to Hungary
so strongly that they should become what the Germans of Alsace and
Lorraine are now for the French.’4 Accordingly he did not regard the
developing Slovak national movement, political, social and cultural
aspirations, as a Central European people’s own national development but as the result of Pan Slavic agitation by Russians and Czechs
and expected the solutions from administrative and public order.
Grünwald, as a member of his time, rejected the political existence of the Slovak nation, justifying it by two arguments.5 One was
that the Slovaks were lacking in historical past. He declared (as the
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Katus László: A nemzetiségi kérdés és nemzetiségi politika a kiegyezés után. In:
Magyarország története 1848-1890. (M. Tört. 10 kötetben, 6. köt.) Akadémiai Kiadó,
Budapest, 1979. II. Szerk. Kovács E. és Katus L.pp.1354-1361. [The nationality
question and nationality policy]
Lackó Mihály: Halál Párizsban. Grünwald Béla történész mûvei és betegségei.
Magvetô, Budapest, 1986. (Nemzet és emlékezet 25.) pp. 32-47. p. [Death in Paris.
The historian G.B. works and ailments] , Pók Attila: Utószó. In: Grünwald Béla:
A régi Magyarország 1711-1825. Osiris Kiadó, Budapest, 2001. pp. 416-418.
The work of course was answered on Slovak side by Michal Mudroň in his “A
Felvidék. Felelet Grünwald Béla hasonnevû tanulmányára” [Upland. Answer to
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G.B.’s essay of the same title] in 1878. He divided his book into 12 parts, following
the work of B.G. and point by point discussed the statements and contradictions.
Though the aim was the reaching of Okolie, Mudroň started out of the nationality
law opposed by B.G. since the mentioning the question of autonomy would have
meant political suicide for M. The reference to the law on the other hand parried
the accusations of Pan Slavism, treason and secession, usual accusations against
the Slovak linguistic, cultural and educational aspirations.
Grünwald Béla: A Felvidék. Politikai tanulmány. Ráth Mór, Budapest, 1878. pp.
20-21. [The Upland]
‘Magyarországnak vannak tót nyelven beszélô lakosai, de tót nemzetiség nincsen
Grünwald: A Felvidék p. 35. [Hungary has Slovak speaking inhabitants but there
is no Slovak nationality].
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anti-liberal he was, though not the present-day sense) that ’what
historical monument and tradition there is it is all connected to the
outstanding personalities of the Hungarian history’.6 On the other
hand he was of the opinion that without independent state-hood
the term Slovak nation means Pan Slav in reality ‘that the Slovaks
are little responsive to’; it made sense to want to be Hungarian or
Russian but not to be Slovak: ‘there is no spiritual motivation, historical past and brightness and power in the present that could awaken
self-esteem and the consciousness of the right to independence’;
‘the majority of the Slovaks want to be Hungarian, a small fraction
Russian or Czech, but nobody wants to be Slovak.’ He claimed that
there was no Slovak nation because the Slovaks themselves did not
‘prepare ground for their own independent existence merely prepare
the easy assimilation into the great masses of Slavs.’7
Grünwald believed, as it was the idea of his time, that the Slovak
national aspirations were part of the Pan Slav developments. The
idea of Pan Slavism raised fear in the romantically minded generation of the reform era because they ﬁrmly believed in a overwhelming
Russian offensive to sweep Hungary away (the Poles, though Slavs
themselves, shared the same fear) and also in the undermining
efforts of the Pan Slavs in Hungary willing to join.8 The opinion was

general among the Hungarian liberally minded elite whatever party
they were afﬁliated to, even though in the circumstances of the time
it had no real-political foundation as the possibility was precluded by
the 1833 Münchengrätz agreement between Austria and Russia, and
according to contemporary documents the Slovak – Russian relationship was cultural, literary and linguistic and not political.9
For the politicians of the dualistic era Pan Slavism meant only
one of the counter arguments against the Slovak and in general the
Slav political aspirations; the real meaning was clear to them, maybe
with the exception of some fanatics. Márton Szent-Iványi Lord -Lieutenant of Co. Liptó reported in 1879 that for the Slovaks Pan Slavism
was not a Russophil orientation but an aspiration to a political rearrangement of the Monarchy in Slav directions.10
In the reform era a person was called Pan Slav who was active in
the propagation and cultivation of Slovak or any other Slav culture,
though the term was used mainly in connection to Slovaks. The label
remained in the dualistic period too, the idea itself obtained new
content. Those persons were called that who were socially on the rise
but claimed to be Slovaks or wanted to make use of the nationality
rights offered by the dualistic system. Grünwald, too, used the term
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Ibid. p. 32.
Ibid. p. 49. Mudroň replied that he is Slovak, a member of the great Slav race. To
be the member of a 80 million nation taken in the ethnographical sense, is nothing
to be shamed of. But racial unity and political unity are apart as heaven and earth
and to equate them is the greatest nonsense. ”. Mudroň Mihály: A Felvidék. Felelet
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era wrote about this topic in his book published 1843 in which described that
Hungary was threatened by a Russian attack and a revolutionary war started by the
Slav nations living in the area. ‘whether because of the Russians, or the revolutionary war could destroy us and even a victory probably necessary for Europe would
ﬁnd us on the ruins of our wealth and tombs of our murdered loved ones. If the war
would turn against us, and either the [Russians] or the revolution would be victorious, we would be doomed. We would become an economical and mental province
of the northern colossus whose iron grip destroys the independent national existence and the constitutional freedom disappears too. If the revolution would create
new empires, countries, our country would be divided among them there would be
no place for the Hungarians and our national and constitutional freedom would
be over and we would be blown away from among the nations. Wesselényi Miklós:
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in this sense and regarded nationally committed Slovaks the adherents of Pan Slavism.
According to Grünwald there existed a Slovak national, i.e. Pan
Slav party. The basic aim of its activity was ‘to alienate the Slovaks
from the Hungarian state and Hungarian nation and melt the Slovaks
into the great Slav race and as its member they should hate Hungarians and wish to destroy them. He was convinced that every Pan Slav
was ‘an agent of the party, the priest on the pulpit, the teacher in the
school, the clerk in administration, the layer among his clients, etc.
every one of them obliged to act in favour of the party’ and there was
mutual solidarity among them and material interests.11
Grünwald wrote that the ‘Pan Slavs hate Hungarians and their
open goal is to destroy them’. He believed Túrócszentmárton was the
centre where many Slovak intellectuals had settled down and thanks
to its various cultural organizations that were especially created to
spread the ideology through choirs, drama-circles, secondary schools,
Matica Slovenska, savings bank, Slovak-language newspapers,
etc.; but Grünwald also added churches and seminars too. He was
convinced that these people were dubious-looking, ignorant in every
sense, there were ‘dirty elements’ among them and none of them were
important outside the party. Within the party ‘the honest but limited
elements’ are in the minority, the majority he called conﬁrmed liars.12
There were frequent protestations against the accusations from
the Slovak side in Hungarian and international press and in various
pamphlets all through the 19th c. Grünwald’s opponent, Michal
Mudroň, stated that Pan Slavism was merely the claim for the rights
assured by the nationality law and if ‘this is Pan Slavism, than
honesty and rightfulness is Pan Slavism, there is no other kind of
Pan Slavism in our Upland’.13 Elsewhere he wrote that ‘starting from
the religious service whatever should happen on the ﬁeld of human,
intellectual and material progress in favour of the Slovak nation it
had to contain Pan Slavism, treason, racism against Hungarians.’14
A letter written to Grünwald from Slovakia said ‘the person who was
born Slovak, dares to remain Slovak and wishes to remain so, is a Pan

Slav in your eyes, subversive and traitor;’ and Janko Štúr: ‘they have
total power, government, kindergartens and they feel threatened by
the phantom of Pan Slavism.’15 On the Hungarian side Oszkár Jászi
gave the critique of Pan Slavism in 1912: ‘Pan Slavism meant already
then what it is today in the eyes of the county potentates: a person
opposing county power and protecting the language and self-government of his people and struggles against forced Magyarization.’16
Grünwald summed up the history of the Slovak national movement and interestingly did not condemned those Slovaks of the
reform era who were enthusiastic about the Slovak mutuality and
described them as ‘ideally orientated, witty, honest men’; all the
harder did he criticize the small group of Lutheran intellectuals who
turned against the 1848 revolution and war of independence, though
he remarked that ‘only persons of dubious existence joined the movement’. These Slovaks got into positions during the years of absolutism
and were dismissed after the fall of Bach and Schmerling. From than
on their sole aim was to get back their lost posts, and since they failed,
became the staunchest opponents of the Hungarian state, they were
characterized ‘by the mental and economic poverty and impotent
rage against the existing situation’. Grünwald was convinced that
economic reasons were the explanation of the Slovak political movements of the 1860s, among others the 1961 Memorandum too, that
was, however, the complete misunderstanding of the activities of the
Slovak national movement.17
The principle of Grünwald’s system of ideas was the ‘nationalisation’ of the counties based on the German state philosophy he
became familiar with during his legal studies: the conservatives were
more ‘modern’, more bourgeois e.g. in the nationalization of administration and one of the reasons was the nationality question. He
suggested to suppress the national movements and ﬁst of all that of
the Slovaks, by the liquidation of county autonomy and by a strong,
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in this sense and regarded nationally committed Slovaks the adherents of Pan Slavism.
According to Grünwald there existed a Slovak national, i.e. Pan
Slav party. The basic aim of its activity was ‘to alienate the Slovaks
from the Hungarian state and Hungarian nation and melt the Slovaks
into the great Slav race and as its member they should hate Hungarians and wish to destroy them. He was convinced that every Pan Slav
was ‘an agent of the party, the priest on the pulpit, the teacher in the
school, the clerk in administration, the layer among his clients, etc.
every one of them obliged to act in favour of the party’ and there was
mutual solidarity among them and material interests.11
Grünwald wrote that the ‘Pan Slavs hate Hungarians and their
open goal is to destroy them’. He believed Túrócszentmárton was the
centre where many Slovak intellectuals had settled down and thanks
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A letter written to Grünwald from Slovakia said ‘the person who was
born Slovak, dares to remain Slovak and wishes to remain so, is a Pan

Slav in your eyes, subversive and traitor;’ and Janko Štúr: ‘they have
total power, government, kindergartens and they feel threatened by
the phantom of Pan Slavism.’15 On the Hungarian side Oszkár Jászi
gave the critique of Pan Slavism in 1912: ‘Pan Slavism meant already
then what it is today in the eyes of the county potentates: a person
opposing county power and protecting the language and self-government of his people and struggles against forced Magyarization.’16
Grünwald summed up the history of the Slovak national movement and interestingly did not condemned those Slovaks of the
reform era who were enthusiastic about the Slovak mutuality and
described them as ‘ideally orientated, witty, honest men’; all the
harder did he criticize the small group of Lutheran intellectuals who
turned against the 1848 revolution and war of independence, though
he remarked that ‘only persons of dubious existence joined the movement’. These Slovaks got into positions during the years of absolutism
and were dismissed after the fall of Bach and Schmerling. From than
on their sole aim was to get back their lost posts, and since they failed,
became the staunchest opponents of the Hungarian state, they were
characterized ‘by the mental and economic poverty and impotent
rage against the existing situation’. Grünwald was convinced that
economic reasons were the explanation of the Slovak political movements of the 1860s, among others the 1961 Memorandum too, that
was, however, the complete misunderstanding of the activities of the
Slovak national movement.17
The principle of Grünwald’s system of ideas was the ‘nationalisation’ of the counties based on the German state philosophy he
became familiar with during his legal studies: the conservatives were
more ‘modern’, more bourgeois e.g. in the nationalization of administration and one of the reasons was the nationality question. He
suggested to suppress the national movements and ﬁst of all that of
the Slovaks, by the liquidation of county autonomy and by a strong,
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central state administration; he adhered to this idea till the end of his
life, though in this respect his opinion greatly differed from that of the
contemporary political elite.18 Grünwald was certain that the state
was in crisis and suggested the support of the Hungarian nationality,
i.e. to-day’s Hungarian nation, as a solution because ‘the national
aspirations of other races necessarily lead to the decomposition of
the state’.19 These ‘neglect the state, their interest lies outside the
state and use every means to weaken the Hungarian state principle
and thus cause the state to collapse;’ it can be preserved only if it
becomes Hungarian’20 To fulﬁl the principle he suggests an administration that ‘is able to surpass every factor, swart every attempt tha is
against the main interest of the Hungarian nationality, the existence
of the state.’21 He found that since 1860 there was a tendency to the
contrary, the Hungarian element had lost much of its holding, several
areas had already become mentally separated while the Hungarians
kept ﬁghting each other instead of trying to strengthen their forces.22
The problems were increased by the fact that the administration
that in normal circumstances could be the tool of consolidation was
‘under the inﬂuence of narrow particular circles frequently hostile
to the state.’23 He saw the solution in that ‘the ofﬁcials to manage
the administration of the state should not be trusted to the counties
but vest the right in the government of the state.’ Thus the county
staff of civil servants would become supporters of the state and not
its enemy.24

His other suggestion was the discontinuation of the nationality
law, as in his opinion ‘this unfortunate law was the expression of
the unlucky politics that search for fame not in struggle to destroy
the enemy, but in negotiations, compromises at the expense of
the Hungarian nation. Because doing this the Hungarian nation
renounces its leading role, the external signs of sovereignty, the
Hungarian character of the Hungarian state’; he did not believe even
the Slovaks would have wanted that, as was shown by the protest
against its acceptance in the Upland counties.25 Grünwald expected
the state to tighten the press law and the moving of the common jury
of the press away von Pozsony as he was convinced that German citizens were too lenient toward the culprits.26
His notion about assimilation was usually summed up by his
notorious remark from A Felvidék that ‘if we want to live we have
to be proliﬁc and gain strength through the assimilation of foreign
elements’.27 On the Slovak side it was usually interpreted as an
endeavour for their total linguistic and ethnic Magyarization though
this was not what Grünwald wanted.28 He was fully aware of its real
political impossibility on the one hand and on the other he did not
want the assimilation of the total mass of Slovaks only that of the
middle classes and intelligentsia, similarly to the majority of the 19th
c. Hungarian political elite; this was why he so vehemently opposed
every kind of Slovak cultural and educational initiatives.29 Joining the
Hungarian generation of Victorians he was also of the opinion that in
the Europe of his time only those nations could survive that lived in
homogeneous nation states. He saw its basis in a strong middle class
that, however, was weakened by the local, i.e. county autonomies and
nationality aspirations, thus he opposed them by every means.30
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In a letter addressed to Gyula Szapáry he explained that in the
case of the Slovaks the matter should be treated in a way ‘that they
should become Hungarian through the schools and though the great
masses of commoners led by the intelligentsia would remain Slovak,
inﬂuenced by its Magyarized intelligentsia will get absorbed into the
Hungarian element’.31 This idea was repeated almost verbatim in A
Felvidék and once more expressed his train of thought ‘could there
be greater task than to keep 2 million foreign language inhabitants
for the country and manage in a way that with the help of schools
its intelligentsia could be turned Hungarian and the lower classes
remain in their ﬁdelity to the country’, and wished for the Slovaks to
reach the political situation what the Germans of Alsace and Lorraine
arrived at in France.32
He stressed his opinion during the 1879 debate of the education
bill and during the debate of the secondary school law he explained
in detail: ‘it is impossible to Magyarize the masses of non-Hungarian
inhabitants even if the present obstacles would be cleared away. On
the lines where Hungarians meet other races the language border
could be pushed further a century later but the aim of the Magyarization of the common people should be given up.33
In the light of these remarks it did not happen by chance that he
changed his party afﬁliation in 1880 what he announced in a bilingual pamphlet, i.e. in Hungarian and in Slovak.34
In 1887 in a talk given in the Committee of Statistics and National
Security of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences he said that ‘it is
impossible to Magyarize the common Slovak people where they live
in masses out of contact of Hungarians therefore it would be in vain
to aim at it. Our task can only be not to let their political beliefs
contaminated and not to drive them in the arms of nationalists.’
Results could be expected only in the towns in cultural, economic and

industrial spheres, i.e. among the middle classes, but even that would
require a generation then added that ‘the spirit of the higher social
classes, with some exception, is ready to Magyarize voluntarily and
out of tradition.’ 35
Grünwald’s views are reﬂected in his relationship to the educational associations. At ﬁrst he accepted to organize the Felvidéki
Magyar Közmûvelôdési Egyesület [Co. Zólyom Committee of the
Hungarian Upland Educational Society (HUES)]. At ﬁrst he accepted
the organisation of the committee later he backed out though became
its elected member in the 1880s.36 In 1885 he participated, together
with bishop György Császka in the creation of the Magyarországi Tót
Közmûvelôdési Egyesület [Slovak Educational Society of Hungary
(SESH)] and became a member of its committee.37 The societies
wanted to solve the Slovak question in different ways. While HUES
represented the idea of linguistic–ethnic assimilation through the
Hungarian language and culture, the SESH propagated emotional–
political Magyarization through the propagation of literature with
patriotic content in the Slovak language. HUES regarded SESH as a
kind of preparation for further assimilation thus Lajos Mocsáry aptly
formulated that they wanted to Magyarize the Slovaks in Slovaklanguage.38
Grünwald wanted to Magyarize the common people only along
the language borde as he thought that due to the inﬂuence of the
Church and schools the Hungarians living in the area were about to
become Slovaks. In contrast to his contemporaries he did not trust in
non-Hungarians’ spontaneous assimilation because he thought that
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‘culture alone cannot bring forth this result if there are no means to
propagate it’, therefore he proposed that the Hungarian state should
‘re-Magyarize these areas with help of priests and teachers.’39
Grünwald considered education as a very important factor from
the point of view of the education both in citizenship and in assimilation but he made a difference between the various levels of educational institutions.
He believed that spreading the Hungarian language cannot be
the task of the elementary schools; did not want Hungarian-language
elementary schools in regions where the majority of the inhabitants
were non-Hungarians. The pointed out two areas where it could be
successful: in towns and where Hungarians and non-Hungarians are
in contact. As a solution he pointed out the importance that schools
should have Hungarian mentality as he found the mere knowledge
of the Hungarian language was no guarantee of patriotism and ignorance of Hungarian did not necessarily mean that the person was not
a good patriot.40
He was not satisﬁed by the 1868 elementary school law as a
means of educating citizens because he found those who drafted
it did nothing for the consolidation of the Hungarian state.41 He
stated that of the 1631 teachers in elementary schools in the Slovak
regions 993 were the followers of Pan Slavism and were the open
enemies of Hungary; that the state had not enough inﬂuence upon
the denominational schools, the supervisors’ power was limited due
to faulty legislation as no advice can be given in teaching methods
and teaching material because of the autonomy of the Church. He
claimed the participation of the state was necessary. He would have
the state to conﬁrm the choice of schoolbooks because as he pointed
out the history book written in the spirit of the Matica Slovenska
falsiﬁed Hungarian history and ‘teach hate and contempt against the
Hungarian nation.’ On the other hand the government should leave
its passivity and clean the educational system of Pan Slav elements
exercising its right in discipline even by removing teachers. Thirdly

the choice of teachers should not depend entirely on local religious
groups but jointly with the approval of the state; that is what would
make possible the preservation of the state’s interests while leaving
the denominational schools themselves intact.42
In spite of his negative experience Grünwald did not whish the
nationalization of denominational schools, though as an opposition
to the Hungarian-language state schools these autonomous institutions were the strongholds of the education in the mother tongue for
the Slovaks and other nationalities. He was of the opinion that it was
not in the interest of the state to ‘abolish denominational schools but
that the schools should be good and of Hungarian mentality in order
to educate good citizens for the Hungarian country.’43
He regarded secondary schools as the main instrument of assimilation in education. He believed that the intellectuals ‘have been
Magyarized under the inﬂuence of Hungarian secondary schools and
with little exception are of Hungarian mentality’ and ‘the example
of these classes will show the direction to the lower classes toward
Magyarization’ since for the Slovaks social rise ‘is not within themselves but in being Hungarian.’44 He described the function of
secondary schools as a ‘big machine where the Slovak boys are pushed
in at one end and they come out as Hungarians on the other’. Thus the
intelligentsia would be ‘Hungarian in its character’, and that would
Magyarize the Slovaks on the social rise; the main obstacle in the way
being the Catholic state school and three denominational schools in
Besztercebánya, the centres of Pan Slavism with their aim at political
fanaticism. Gründwald continues expounding his opinion on Slovaks
that ‘a Slovak secondary school impossible’ because there were no
suitable teachers Slovak literature did not exist, the Pan Slav party’s
wish was for ‘the pupils not learn either Hungarian nor German ‘
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because ‘if a Slovak knows Hungarian or German does not want to
remain Slovak.’45 He was convinced that the problems were increased
by the impotence of the ministry because Ágoston Trefor minister of
religion and education defended these institutions whereas the aim
should have been to ‘quietly take away all their weapons they could
harm us with’.46 Grünwald also thought of the necessity of dealing
with the Catholic and Lutheran seminars and teacher training
colleges also hotbeds of the Pan Slav idea.47
Grünwald thought the Slovakization of the Hungarians living
at the linguistic border to be a tragedy because he considered ‘the
Hungarian race to stand higher than the Slovak; has better mental
capacity, stronger moral feeling, his self esteem makes him look down
at the servile Slovaks, therefore if a Slovak become Hungarian, he
rises, if a Hungarian becomes Slovak, he sinks; the ﬁrst is gain the
other is loss and not only for the Hungarian nation but for the whole
mankind too.’48
The rather muddled defamatory opinion of the Slovaks shocked
the Hungarian public though the train of thought and the aims of A
Felvidék was mostly accepted. Gyôzô Concha, the main ideologue of
the Hungarian national idea, expressed his doubts whether Grünwald ‘was not too extremist in his description of the physical-mental
deﬁciencies of the Slovaks?49 The journalist of the Budapesti Szemle
shared this opinion, he wrote that Grünwald ‘is so belittling about

the whole Slovak question that we have never experienced in serious
Hungarian writings’, therefore he warned that ‘the kind of contempt
expressed by the author should not be given credit’ since ‘this kind
of attitude is not proper, it is not political’. Grünwald answered in an
open letter then the editor in chief Pál Gyulai – one of the most inﬂuential persons of the Hungarian intellectual life – defended the journalist in an open letter. Gyulai dismissed Grünwald’s extremist attitude ‘the overﬂowing exaggerations and passion’ and required ‘some
objectivity, some more composed ideas would do him good, whether
as a writer or a politician or just an agitator.’50
Grünwald became well known in the country through his activities
in Co. Zólyom, though his reputation became questionable due to the
closing down of the three secondary schools and Matica Slovenska, in
addition he had other initiatives too that also were offending Slovak
interests far beyond county level. He was the one who initiated the
replacement of Martin Čulen, the director and his staff of the Royal
Catholic secondary school in Besztercebánya carried out in March
1967 on the orders of the minister of Religion and culture, József
Eötvös; it resulted in the school loosing its role from the Slovak point
of view.51 He was the main protector of the Svornost’, a Hungarophil
Slovak paper edited by Károly Kubányi published in Besztercebánya
between 1873 and 1876, that found its target in the Slovak nationality movement and its network of cultural and educational organizations.52 As a sub-prefect he repeatedly reported on the nationality
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situation of the region to Minister President Kálmán Tisza, who
appreciated the information.53 It was this activity that earned him
the Slovak characterisation that ‘Grünwald because of his concept of
law and right would be ﬁtted to be an absolutist Great Inquisitor and
not a constitutional civil servant’54
It was as the sub prefect of the county that Grünwald started his
campaign against the schools in his speech of 15. April 1874; as a
follow up the participants of the county meeting sent a petition to the
minister, Ágoston Trefort, that he should either close or completely
reform the three unpatriotic educational institutions as soon as
possible in order to protect the Slovak speaking youth of the Upland
from the unpatriotic inﬂuence and at the same time it also would be
effective against Pan Slavism too.55 Though the initiative was taken
up by the members of other legislative organisations too, Ágoston

Trefort was ready only for an enquiry and referring to the autonomy
of the Church refused the closing of the schools for the time being for
Grünwald’s great regret.56
The other target of Grünwald’s attack was Matica Slovenska, a
cultural society active since 1863. The pretext to its dissolution was
given by a speech of Martin Čulen given at the opening ceremony of
the Zagreb university on the 19th October 1874; Čulen, representing
the society, greeted the Croatians ‘in the name of the 3 million strong
Slovakian nation represented by Matica Slovenska’57 Grünwald
described his point of view on Matica Slovenska in a letter written
in his position of sub prefect of Co. Zólyom to the minister of home
affairs Count Gyula Szapáry on the 8th December 1874, the Matica
Slovenska deals almost entirely with politics and its activity was not
the publication of scholarly works but that of calendars, pamphlets,
newspapers and other printed matter with political content, it inﬂuenced the mind and he deemed it especially harmful because of the
distortion of Hungarian history and its general anti-Hungarian spirit.
As a solution he advised the dissolution of Matica Slovenska, justifying
it by the notorious Martin Čulen quotation and the 4th November
committee meeting of the society approving it.58 On the 1st of April
1875 the Cabinet decided upon the dissolution of Matica Slovenska
and minister president Kálmán Tisza argued in Grünwald’s spirit
that Matica’s political activities were contrary to its statutes.59 In his
11. June 1875 report the commissary of the government, József Justh
Jr. examining the case, also found that the society ‘wanted to operate
not only on literary grounds but aimed at political inﬂuence too, and
several of its decisions are contrary to the statutes.’ In judgement
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In one of his letters Tisza thanked Grünwald for the interesting and detailed
reports of the situation of the counties of Upland, another time for the translation of the material published in Slovak newspapers as he found it important to
be informed about the directions of the Slav press by someone trustworthy Tisza
Kálmán levelei. 1877. május 21. és 1977.- december 13. anon [the letters of T.K.]
Kemény: Iratok. 428.
Ruttkay: A felvidéki. 89. The initiative was not popular even among the public
persons well versed in the Slovak problem. Márton Szent-Iványi, the supervisor
of the Lutheran diocese east of the Danube deemed politically unfortunate that
Co. Zólyom initiated the action without proper proofs in a letter he wrote Ágoston
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pp.109-111. Michal Mudroň put the question why the ‘great inquisitors’ were not
satisﬁed by the removal of the teachers and textbooks, why did not appoint patriotic
but Slovak teachers with patriotic but Slovak language textbooks, why destroy the
existence of the Slovak educational institute? Evidently to keep the Slovaks off
being educated in their own mother tongue and set the alternative either remain
illiterate or become Hungarian. Mudroň Mihály: Protestantizmus és pánszlávizmus.
Felelet Felvidéky hasoncímû röpiratára. Pozsony, 1882. p. 22. [Protestantism and
Pan Slavism. Reply to Felvidéky’s pamphlet of the same title]
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Grünwald wrote that at ﬁrst Trefort had said never to close educational institutions.Several month later he was forced to do so when meeting with Grünwald
he became angry said ‘if you know any other bad secondary schools just tell me,
I am going to close it. I am going to close all the secondary schools. Grünwald: A
Felvidék. pp. 145-146.
Štilla: Martin. 135. p. According to another opinion it was the result of the speech
of Frantisek Sasinek but the documents unambiguously prove it incorrect. Polla:
Matica. p. 46., Winkler, Tomáš: Perom a mečom. Biograﬁa J. M. Hurbana. Matica
slovenská, Martin, 1997.p. 200. Mudroň analysed the statement that it was not a
political one but it was about ‘a linguistically deﬁned nation’. Mudroň: A Felvidék.
p. 70.
Grünwald: A Pánszláv
Kemény: Iratok. pp.508. ff.
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of the Zagreb matter he wrote that the representatives ‘followed a
pattern unﬁtting for a scholarly institution and led political demonstrations that always earned the praise of Matica Slovenska.’. The 9.
November 1875 resolution of the minister of home affairs dissolving
the society repeated these statements.60 Since the ofﬁcial inquiry
was started on Grünwald’s initiative and the contemporary records
repeated his arguments he was not only the initiator but the chief
ideologue of the ﬁght against it too.61
Since 1878 Grünwald’s career continued as member of the parliament. In the parliament he had authority and would have had possibility to carry out his ideas through his position in the governing
party but he had to suffer two serious defeats at the beginning of his
ﬁrst cycle to be followed by further ones.
Grünwald suffered his ﬁrst serious political defeat in parliament
in 1879 during the debate over the bill on teaching the Hungarian
language at schools when he proposed amendments among others to
the one concerning the schools along the linguistic border. Since Grünwald wanted to strengthen the position of the Hungarian language
especially in this region; he suggested ‘to introduce Hungarian as
teaching language in the areas with mixed language inhabitants,
therefore the teaching language in elementary schools should be
set by the minister of religion and education. As the speaker of the
government Gábor Baross rejected the suggestion declaring that
‘the teaching language of every denomination is its mother tongue’,
and that ‘Grünwald believes the best way of preserving Hungarian
nationality is not the cultivation of the language but in the Magyarization of the non-Hungarian elements.’ Baross was of the opinion
that ‘we propagate a large-scale Magyarization without the ability to

carry it out partly because of the lack of suitable teachers and partly
because that would close the schools in the face of non-Hungarian
speakers’; Ágoston Trefort on his side turned down the suggestion for
economic reasons.62
His second serious political ﬁasco happened in connection with
the reform of the administration. Though the county authority
had already been considerably diminished in 1871, in 1876 county
administrational committees were created and the jurisdiction of the
Lord Lieutenants, who depended on the government, was widened,
but Grünwald was not satisﬁed. Because he could not carry out his
plans in the liberal Party, in 1880 became a member of the Egyesült
(Mérsékelt) Ellenzék [United (Moderate) Opposition] where he was
generally respected for his expertise, however, was again unsuccessful
in the reforms of the counties; moreover, his new party rejected his
point of view and he was not the speaker of the Moderate opposition
during the debates in parliament.63
Grünwald did not succeed in abolishing the nationality law either,
though nobody else could either, because of the resistance of the
succession of governments. Nonetheless there was a movement for
its abolishment during the time Dezsô Bánffy was the prime minister
but Bánffy’s successor, Kálmán Széll stopped the action in a circular
on the 24. January 1901.64
By the end of the period István Tisza wanted to revitalize the law
carrying out pact negotiations with the Romanian and Slovak leaders
during his second cycle without success. In spite of his defeat Tisza
hoped to continue his policy after the war, however, he was stopped
by the change of the statehood.65
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However hard he tried, Grünwald did not achieve the tightening
of the press law, neither intensifying the administrative and public
order as such endeavours were constantly refused by the dualist
governments – except in the time of war. One telling example was the
January 1895 memorandum of HUES in which the leaders turned
to prime minister Dezsô Bánffy – who was always very strict to the
nationalist movements – to lessen the freedom of press, speech and
assembly, but the ‘pasha of Doboka’, as the prime minister was nicknamed, refused it.66
Though Grünwald was active as Member of Parliament from 1878
till his death in 1891, in comparison with his years in Zólyom this
period of his political life was a complete ﬁasco. He could not achieve
the parliament to vote for any of his recommendations in spite of
his being well known nation wide. He left the current politics in the
second half of the 1880s and tried his hand as a historiographer, then
to end his failed life, committed suicide in Paris in May 1891.
Even after his death Grünwald’s name was frequently mentioned.
The contemporary authors interested in the questions of Slovaks and
Pan Slavism (e.g. János Thébusz (Felvidéky), Gyula H. Pelsôczy. Béla
R. Miticzi) were used to quote him as a positive example of nationality policy and adopted his line of thinking in their works. Oszkár
Jászi on the other hand was of the opinion that ‘this excellent person
had completely lost his modern Western European mind and with the
resoluteness and inconsiderateness of his German race became the
leader of impatient patriotism.’67 Apponyi explained his own break
with the Deák – Eötvös tradition by his personal contact to Grünwald ‘who represented the extremist chauvinistic domestic policy. As
a pillar of the national party he had great inﬂuence and the majority
of the members were partial to this direction anyway.’68
Grünwald was mentioned during the Paris peace conference too
when the Czech delegate presented 11 written memoranda and No.

4 had quotations from A Felvidék as an example of violent assimilation.69
The Slovak historian Konštantín Čulen wrote in his 1930 essay
that A Felvidék became the primer of the Hungarian politics but
the ﬁasco of Grünwald’s political ideas prove it differently. Čulen
described him as self-seeking and money-grabber but this characterization cannot be accepted, the Hungarian politician was driven by his
inner conviction and not by money as is shown by his career in the
parliament. Grünwald, seeing the defeat of his administrative reform
suggestions, left the Liberal Party with it career opportunities and
continued his work in the less lucrative opposition till his defeats
turned him away from politics altogether.70
In 1931 in the correspondence of Jozef Škultéty and Gyôzô Concha
Grünwald’s name cropped up again where Concha admitted that ‘we
have hurt many Slovak compatriots through many centuries when
we allowed that Béla Grünwald, the unfortunate, dazzled author of
A Felvidék inspire us. With our mistaken politics we have lost the
Slovaks.’ Škultéty remarked that ‘Concha’s opinion is politically very
important. Something is changing in Hungary.’71
Béla Grünwald’s appearance brought an important turn in the
Hungarian political thinking. His stand point could be considered
ultra radical only when compared with the – at the time still existing
– norms set by Ferenc Deák and József Eötvös; that system of ideas
used to be at the margin of political life but by the end of the 19th c.
it moved toward its centre thanks to the gradually developed rigidity
of the Hungarian liberalism. Several of his ideas were propagated
through the activities of cultural organizations and the counties and
became part of the nationality policy and at the turn of the century
radicalism far surpassed the ideas of ‘Grünwaldism’. Though thanks
to his activity in Co. Zólyom and his book A Felvidék he became a
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Martin, 1983. II. (Monograﬁe – Documenta Litteraria Slovaca 19.) p 140. Concha’s
remark is the more interesting because after the publication of A Felvidék he congratulated Grünwald on his ideas and the way he described the situation.
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much-quoted author and a symbol in the history of the conﬂict of
Hungarian – Slovak relationship, in reality his life’s work ended in
ﬁasco – none of the ideas he believed to be most important, e.g. the
nationalization of the counties, the repealing of the nationality law,
the lessening of the freedom of press and assembly – could be realized because of the resistance of the policy of the Hungarian liberal
government. His consistent adherence to his own stand point got him
shoved to the periphery of politics, he was even rejected as a historian. This was what ﬁnally drove him to his suicide.

